
Auxiliary Operator

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Seeking a position in an environment that will challenge further; while allowing to contribute to 
the growth and success of this organization. 

Skills

MS Office, Data Entry, Customer Service.

Work Experience

Auxiliary Operator
ABC Corporation  2006 – 2011 
 Assisted with plant operations, performance testing, and other plant maintenance as needed.
 Maintained required operations documentation including records, log sheets, and charts.
 Gained knowledge of operating large equipment such as a bulldozer, end loader, skid steer, 

and forklift.
 Performed water chemistry and sample testing for Ph, silica, phosphate, hardness, and 

resistivity.
 Worked closely with the startup personnel to better understand issues so we could correct 

them independently in the future.
 Organize and cook for all special functions that are held within the center.
 Learned hands-on mechanical skills from maintenance workers helping them repair anything 

in the plant that may be broken down.

Auxiliary Operator
ABC Corporation  2002 – 2006 
 Auxiliary Worked in warehouse !! Worked with SAP Computer skills.
 Filling and delivered orders as needed in the plant.
 Trained on heavy-duty forklift delivered everything from Big Parts to Mail.
 Inventory of warehouse and also Cleaned and removed of unsafe products with no MSDS with 

the item in warehouse Accomplishments Learned a lot about inventory How to put item 
properly in warehouse inventory and the correct way to order it into plant the Proper way to 
return item or products without MSDS or actually got MSDS on the product or Item we 
received.

 Did my job to the fullest extent and as safe as possible Skills Used Worked as Safe and 
efficient as possible.

 Computer skills in inventory receiving and distributing items and products.
 Cleaned for all Safety Hazards.

Education

Diploma - (DTE Energy Lead in Training Program)
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